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World Plumbing Day Shines Light on Australia’s Talented Plumbers
Harvester Plumbing students attended the 2018 World
Plumbing Day at PICAC (Plumbing Industry Climate Action
Centre in Brunswick). The event itself celebrated the skills
of plumbers world wide paying particular attention to the
precarious nature of water supplies globally. Cape Town
has been recognised as the world’s first capital city to run
out of water on April 16th highlighting the urgent need for
sustainable practices to take centre stage in the world of
Plumbing.
Guest speakers– Hon James Merlino, Australia’s Minister
for Education; Susan Eddy, CEO of VBA; Aidan Ward, a
leader of Community Plumbing Challenges in Indonesian
Schools as well as Mark Watt, co-founder of Whitelion all
presented some insightful points to the crowd on the day.
Students from Harvester showed exceptional maturity and
manners at the World Plumbing Day expo and are highly
commended for their efforts on the day. Perhaps one of the
most exciting highlights of the day was watching apprentice
plumbers compete in the ‘World Skills Contest’ whereby the
most outstanding plumbers will be selected to win a trip to
the USA to compete. Overall, the day was a great success
and Harvester was proud to attend such a poignant event.
A special thank you to Peter Roberts & Kerrie McKay our
Plumbing Team Leader & VET Coordinator respectively.

Like our Facebook Page:
http://www.facebook.com/
HarvesterTechnicalCollege
Like our Instagram Page:
http/:/Instagram.com/
harvester_technical_college

Follow Harvester’s Social
Media Pages & Stay Up to Date!
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram and stay up
to date with the latest events, excursions and
college highlights. Our social media sites showcase
the exciting accomplishments of students and staff
at Harvester and we encourage community
members to jump on board and share the
excitement of 2018!

World Plumbing Day sees Harvester students shine

Harvester Technical College Principal’s Reports

Precinct Principal’s Report
As Term 1 races by, we celebrate one of the most
settled and productive beginnings to a new year in my 8
years leading the College. I congratulate the students,
their families and support people and our staff for
making such a great start.

clearly define course content, delivery and assessment
methods. Our students benefit from being clear about
the skills and knowledge they need to progress then on
their journey towards an apprenticeship and/or further
study in their chosen field.

This edition of our newsletter is brimming with the rich
life of the HTC community and showcases our Term 1
highlights. I am so proud to witness the development of
our community to be the vibrant and creative enterprise
it’s become. It’s important of course to remember that
whilst there are many exciting extra-curricular activities
happening in our College as outlined in this newsletter,
our main focus remains, as always, on high quality
teaching and learning and student growth.

Students don’t always immediately appreciate the
behind the scenes work that goes into creating an
engaging and effective learning program for them. In
our experience, the first block of Structured Workplace
Learning (SWL), coming up early next term, usually
highlights their progress towards ‘picturing themselves’
as a tradie. Students returning from placement, are
usually much more appreciative as they become aware
of how much they have grown in knowledge, skills and
confidence as their year has progressed.

At HTC, we are continuously striving to ensure that our
teaching practices support the current and future needs
of our students. Guided by our School Improvement
Team Leaders, our teaching staff, are continuously
reviewing and renewing Learning and Assessment
Strategies, to ensure that students are being provided
very clear goals, expectations and success criteria in
their programs. We seek out feedback, particularly in
our vocational (VET) programs, from our industry
partners, to ensure that our content is compliant with
system standards and are forward looking to give our
students best chance to make a successful transition to
an apprenticeship after their time with us.
In pursuit of our high impact teaching programs, we
strongly value innovation and collaboration in all
program activity. Staff are supported with collaboration
time to research and develop new or better ways to
create successful learning experiences for our students.
As a result, our curriculum and assessment rubrics
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If you are interested in knowing more about the detail
about any of our programs and the underpinning
education frameworks as well as industry requirements,
please do not hesitate to contact us for a visit.
As we head to the Term 1 break, may I take this
opportunity to thank you for your continued support of
our community and wish students, families and our hard
working staff a safe and relaxing break.
Mandy Patmore
Principal
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Campus Principal’s Report
Campus Principal’s Report

Xuno Parent Portal

As we near the end of Term 1, 2018 we have had a
great start to the year. With a number of successful
camps and excursions taking place, students have been
settling into their programs and participating in a number
of activities both on and off the campus. It has also been
great to see the activity in workshops increase in the
latter part of the term as the White Card and OHS
components of many of the courses conclude and
students begin some of the more practical elements of
their courses.

Harvester is currently transitioning to an electronic
permission system through Xuno Portal. Parents can
Login and go to Events and Payments to see any
upcoming events they need to give permission for. An
electronic permissions form and information will be
distributed this week at Parent Teacher Interviews.

Camps and Excursions
Many students have already had the opportunity to
represent the College on an excursion or camp at
Harvester. Across the board we have received positive
feedback regarding our students while out in public and
have had comments on their manners, engagement and
enthusiasm which is great to hear.

As a part of the recent mail out, families would have
received their login details for the Xuno Parent Portal.
There is further information in this newsletter about the
portal, and all families are encouraged to make full use
of this system. Most future communications including
permission slips and letters will be made available on the
portal for families to access. Additionally, Parent Teacher
Interview times are booked using this portal.
Daniel Monigatti, Campus Principal

It is important to note that all camps and excursions are
a compulsory part of the learning program at Harvester,
and as a result, all students are expected to attend.
Equally as important is to remember that whilst students
are on the camp or excursion, they are representing the
College and our community.

Year 10 Mock Interviews prep students for the real world

Social Media Highlights: 2018’s International Women’s Day
International Women’s Day at Harvester allowed for
some of our female staff to join with our female students
and discuss future career opportunities and women in
non-traditional roles particularly in the trade industry.
Harvester was both surprised and delighted at the
amount of support we received over International
Women’s Day where we paid our respect to all the
females in the trade and education industries.
Both Instagram and Facebook received several
acknowledgements from people within the Harvester
community and the outer community.
Harvester appreciates all the support we receive on
social media from family members of our students and
staff, especially for a concept we value.
Tamara Zerafa
Digital Marketing Coordinator
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Students at HTC celebrate International Women’s Day

Harvester Technical College Literacy & Numeracy News

A 60 Second Blitz in the Literacy Classroom!
This literacy activity relies on student’s recall and vocabulary to get them to win. Students start with a letter
and have to write as many words as possible. Every 20
seconds students are given a new letter (3 in total). At
the end of 60 seconds the students are to put pens
down, hand their books to another student for marking
and have the amount of words counted. The rules can
be altered such as; no acronyms, no names or brands
etc. However, as this was the class’ first attempt we
allowed all words but they had to be legible and agreed
upon as a word by the class. In the end the Tech Ten 3
class had four students draw even with 23 words each;
Ryan Penn, Bailey Lisignoli, Ballie Tatt and Tanna

Stevens. As a reward I shouted them a large Chips &
Gravy from the canteen for their efforts. It seems that
Chips & Gravy is a good motivator increasing the competitive spirit. Well done guys.
Robert Coghill
Literacy /PDS Teacher

Teachers Present Professional Development Session to Staff at HTC
Staff at Harvester Technical College are highly
committed to internal professional development
whereby teachers nominate themselves to share skills
and knowledge in a specialised area with the rest of the
team. March saw Harvester’s duo marketing
team– Tamara Zerafa and Kami Gilllick-Lewis share
some marketing tips around capturing quality images
and marketable content for the HTC media digital and
print media platforms. Teachers who attended the PD

had the opportunity to take their own photos and share
and discuss their quality in terms of lighting,
composition and framing. Overall, it was a great turn out
and the team looks forward to hosting and sharing some
more professional development sessions throughout
2018!

Staff testing their photography skills following Kami &
Tamara’s induction in an internal professional development
session
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Numeracy Students Develop 3D Industrial Designs
Fast Track Numeracy students are in the midst of their
Design and Measurement units whereby students are
exploring the dimensions and measurements of a range
of surfaces. As Fast-Track is a little bit ahead they are
finalising their projects in these units. As part of the
project brief, students were required to design a 3D
Industrial Design package for a box of nails which
meets a volume of 216cm2 .

Overall, students demonstrated some solid problem
solving skills and worked well to produce their 3D
Industrial Designs. Well done Fast Trackers.

Monthly Maths Brain Teaser Challenge:
The number 8,549,176,320 is a unique number. What is
so special about it?

As a requirement of the project, students had to develop The answer will appear in the next newsletter.
3 different packages and choose the best package in
Tamara Zerafa,
regards to pricing and overall surface area as well as
Numeracy Team Leader
other criteria regarding the overall size of the nails.
Students were also given a problem solving exercise
where they were given parts and tools for two different
IKEA pieces of furniture without instructions and were
asked to put them together and create their own
instructions for another student to use. Students were
not told what the pieces of furniture were but had to
work as a team to assemble it and design the
instructions.

Engineering News

Fast Track students assembling IKEA funriture

VET Engineering students (both internal and external)
are currently in full swing at Harvester College. Full
time pre-vocational students have been going great
guns with their teacher Mr. Aaron Powter and have
already completed 4 projects including: soft jaws, tin
box, & their tool box. Students have also designed
their drill gauge in Fusion 360 CAD and laser cut them
out in Acrylic plastic via a CNC process.
1st and 2nd year external students under the watchful
guidance of their teacher- Mr. Peter Michelini, have
also been diligently completing their Engineering
projects. First year students are currently completing
their sheet metal toolbox and busily designing their
projects using Autodesk Computer Aided Design
Software. Peter's second year external students have
been using our very own CNC Plasma CAM machine
to cut out their steel vice material and preparing their
parts for MIG welding.

Factoid: did you know that Engineering facility at
Harvester College uses state of the art advanced
manufacturing technology worth hundreds of
thousands of dollars? This is the exact same
machinery that is currently being used in industry
today!
Aaron Powter
Engineering Team Leader & TTC Manager
Peter Michelini
VET Teacher

Engineering students hard at work in the Workshop (right)

Engineering students in the Workshop
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Harvester Technical College General News

Literacy Students Pitch their Own Advertising Campaigns for HTC
Fast Track Literacy students have been exploring the history of
advertising in their ‘Advertising Campaigns Unit’. As part of their
major assessment, students are required to compose their own
advertising campaigns promoting the HTC school community.
With a panel of judges set to make the final decision on which
team’s pitch makes the cut, the competition will be tough. Tamara
Zerafa (the HTC Digital Media Coordinator) will be pivotal in
deciding which students’ works make it on to the Harvester
Facebook and Instagram pages.
The aim of the project is to enable students an authentic marketing opportunity so that they can develop first hand knowledge on
how to promote a business through specific marketing strategies.
Kami Gillick-Lewis, Literacy Team Leader

The Impossible Sale
The Impossible Sale is a PDS/Literacy activity that gets
students to present in front of the class. Students are
given the task of having to sell an item (we have
various items and props). The tricky part of the
challenge is that the students are not able to sell the
‘prop’ as it is, instead they must present the prop as
something else. For example: If the student has a
feather duster they may pretend that it is an animal or a
fake bloodied hand (one of our props) may be the
ultimate fashion accessory that ‘everyone needs.’ The
activity helps students to build confidence in
presenting, think on the spot in an abstract manner and
they have to convince the other students (prospective
buyers) that the product is viable and worth it.

One of the students Andrew Theodorou used himself
as a prop and dressed up in a mullet wig and shirt (see
photo) to sell his own services as ‘The Bogan Tradie.’
This gave the class a laugh and many others
participated extremely well in the activity too.
Robert Coghill
Literacy/PDS Teacher

SRC Council Celebrates Student Achievement & Leadership
Student Leadership
As you may be aware, the College recently completed
nominations for student leadership positions in the College
for 2018. This process involved students either selfnominating or being nominated by students or teachers
within the College. After accepting the nomination, students
were required to get at least two other students and two
teachers to endorse their nomination for a leadership
position. Students were also required to meet the list of
expectations below:
To be a good role model by exhibiting high standards of
behaviour and punctuality; to be cooperative and courteous
to staff, students and guests of HTC; to abide by the school
rules; to wear the uniform correctly; to actively participate in
school life; to show initiative and interest in a range of
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school activities and to demonstrate a capacity for
leadership by participating in SRC activities. The following
students have been selected for the SRC in 2018, a big
congratulations to you all:

Name
William Weir
Terry Wilson
Zach Truong
Tema Masters
Joel Agius
Tyrone LaSala
Nandita Prasad
Shane Garwood
Amadou Koma

Form Group
Carpentry 1
Carpentry 2
Electro-technology
Engineering
TT1
TT2
TT2
Fast Track
Plumbing

Daniel Monigatti, Campus Principal
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Mock Interviews Teach Students what NOT to Do
Engineering and Carpentry 1 Lit/PDS
classes recently wrote scripts, rehearsed
and dressed up for mock job
interviews as part of their Literacy and
Personal Development program.
However, they were interviews with a
difference! Instead of preparing all the
correct responses one might present in a
job interview, students prepared a series
of incorrect responses to standard
interview questions. This task
highlighted the need to prepare for a job
interview in terms of basic etiquette,
language and overall preparation and
conduct. Overall, the role-plays students
performed provided endless

entertainment for the class members
watching as well as valuable advice to
any future student wishing to sit a job
interview.
Students assessed each others’
performances through peer assessment;
grading each other on the overall quality
of performance, engagement, teamwork
and ability to highlight key interview
techniques. Superb effort. Well done to
all those who participated.

Justin Nelson
A mock interview in action

PDS/Literacy Teacher

Sports Update
On Tuesday, 13th March 2018 the Tech Ten boys
participated in a Futsal tournament through School Sport
Victoria at the Derrimut Sports Centre. Our students
played as well as could have been expected, going down
in the first match to Keilor Downs Secondary College.
They played a great second game against the eventual
champions, St Albans Secondary College, and only
trailed by 1 goal up until half time until they ran out of
legs and St Albans kicked away. It was pleasing to see

Key Information CSEF

the boys keep their spirits and energy levels up for the
third and final game, and they were rewarded with a
good win over Springside College.
Well done to all the boys on the day.
Anthony Raffoul,
PE Teacher

PE students show off their skills at Futsal

CAMPS, SPORTS & EXCURSIONS FUND (CSEF)
The CSEF is an annual payment to the school to be used towards camps, sports and/or excursion expenses for the
benefit of the eligible student.
Secondary school student fee $225.00 per year For eligibility please see Renée at the front office or
visit www.education.vic.gov.au/csef Please return all completed forms to the front office as soon as possible.
The CSEF program for 2018 closes on 29th June, 2018.
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2018 College Sponsors

We’re on the web!
www.harvestercollege.vic.edu.au

